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Demands on energy efficiency and
hygienic properties of central air
handling units are becoming in-
creasingly exacting, and fans are
no exception to this rule. In recent
years, technology of central air
handling units has been domina-
ted by direct-driven plug-in fans
with backward-curved blades, not
least because of their economic
efficiency. These units meet the
demands of AHU system manufac-
turers for energy-optimized, com-
pact yet powerful air-moving devi-
ces.

Advantages of plug-in fans

Key advantages of direct-driven plug-
in fans compared to belt-driven fans
may be summarized as follows:

Fans with spiral casing are typically
driven via a V-belt which imposes a fi-
xed operating speed (rpm). On sy-
stems without frequency converter,
subsequent adjustments of the ope-
rating point or rotational speed can
usually be made only by replacing the
pulleys. But even where belt-driven
fans are speed-controlled by a fre-
quency converter, the plug-in fan pro-
ves to be a superior solution since the
belt drive is a “high wearing” compo-
nent requiring frequent maintenance.

The maintenance-free plug-in fan, on
the other hand, lends itself perfectly
to the infinitely variable rpm control
provided by frequency conversion.
Experience has shown that this tech-
nology yields substantial energy sa-
vings. Moreover, the use of a plug-in
fan eliminates the belt losses which
may greatly impair the overall effi-
ciency of the drive system. Negative
factors such as inlet and outlet condi-
tions, bearing supports, V-belts, pul-
leys, belt guards, baffle plates, etc.,

the fan outlet side. The resulting low
share of dynamic pressure in the total
pressure head is a particular powerful
argument in favor of a plug-in fan.
This advantage makes itself felt spe-
cifically at low system pressures whe-
re the dynamic element in the overall
pressure increase is fairly high.

Moreover, the above-described elimi-
nation of bearing braces and V-belt
pulleys permits highly accurate volu-
me flow measurements acrosss the
inlet nozzle. By determining the pres-
sure difference between the fan inlet

which interfere with an optimum air-
flow to the impeller, are practically eli-
minated by plug-in fans. These ener-
gy efficiency benefits are particularly
obvious at small pressure increases.
(Fig. 2)

In certain cases the absence of the
belt drive can even eliminate the need
for a second filter stage at the fan out-
let. Since there is no problem with ab-
raded belt particles, a single inlet-side
filter will usually suffice [1].

Another advantage of plug-in fans is
the fairly low discharge airspeed on

Fig. 1: Central air handling unit

Fig. 2: Energy saving potential versus static pressure increase
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chamber and the narrowest point of
the nozzle, it is possible to determine
the volumetric throughput with a tole-
rance of ± 5% using an empirical co-
efficient. 

Demands on the impeller

Since plug-in fans are mostly desi-
gned for use in central air handling
units, their appearance, geometry
and performance ranges are natural-
ly dictated by the demands of this ap-
plication. The criteria important to the
equipment manufacturer shall be dis-
cussed in detail below.

One major success factor for an AHU
impeller is compact design. In other
words, the impeller should cover the
broadest possible output range while
being itself of minimum dimensions.
Meeting this dual requirement will
translate into tangible benefits such
as low purchasing cost, reduced spa-
ce needs and improved hygiene pro-
perties.

The versatility and hence, the cost-ef-
ficiency of an air handling unit are na-
turally a function of the correlation
between output capacity, sound
emission and mechanical load resi-
stance (max. rpm level).

It follows that the impeller should be
able to perform at high peak efficien-
cy levels over a broad volume flow
range. In other words, it will hardly
help the manufacturer to have an im-
peller with a peak efficiency way in
excess of 70% if this performance is
only achieved within a narrow
throughput bracket (Fig. 3). AHU sy-

stem manufacturers demand impel-
lers whose efficiency will not drop ex-
cessively from the optimum point on
either side of the volume flow spec-
trum.

To avoid extra cost of downstream
sound damping, noise emissions of
an impeller merits particular attention.
Care should be taken to ensure that a
high efficiency is achieved in conjun-
ction with the lowest possible acou-
stic output.

Another important point for the manu-
facturer is the impeller’s mechanical
load resistance. Due to the improved
control capabilities that became avai-
lable with the advent of frequency
converters, today’s impellers are ope-
rated over a broad rpm range. In-
deed, they are often run in conditions
bringing them close their mechanical
strength limits.

Development of a new
impeller

Each new impeller development is
dominated initially by the main criteria
outlined above. Although fans are
standardized, volume-produced
items today, each fan must be opti-
mally adapted to the customer’s ap-
plication needs. 

To achieve this objective, the use of
appropriate development software
has become indispensable. In additi-
on, designers are using diverse com-
puting programs, CAD systems, FEM
(finite element method) stress analy-
sis and CFD (computational flow dy-
namics) systems; particularly the lat-
ter two have become increasingly wi-
despread in recent years. They allow
the user to simulate entire fans or fan
segments in the computer for the pur-
poses of fluid-mechanical analysis.
On the basis of Navier-Stokes equati-
ons, fluid flows can be described by
mathematical expressions. This ma-
kes it possible to compute relevant
parameters such as velocity, pressu-
re, density, temperature, etc. With the
aid of these tools, different design va-
riants can be modelled and interfe-
rence factors can be eliminated in ad-
vance. 

FEM stress analysis is employed to
verify the selected impeller design for
its static, dynamic and fracture-me-
chanical strength as well as its ther-
mal resistance. Key dimensioning da-
ta are thus obtained. Use of these va-
rious software tools accelerates pro-
duct development times significantly.
But despite the range of sophisticated
computer-based fan dimensioning
and optimizing techniques available
today, the engineer must still rely on

Fig. 3: New development of a plug-in fan with a
high performance density at TLT-Turbo GmbH

Fig. 4
Diagram:   Application limits of two centrifugal fan impellers
Impeller 1: Very high efficiency, small application range
Impeller 2: High efficiency, broad application range
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Head coefficient (2)

The pressure coefficient - or head co-
efficient - relates the static pressure
delivered by the impeller to its tip ve-
locity pressure equivalent.

Efficiency (3)

The efficiency is the ratio of power
gained by the fluid to the input of shaft
power supplied.

The efficiency of plug-in fans exami-
ned here should vary between 60 and
over 70% for central AHU applicati-
ons. The aim is to attain a high capa-
city coefficient � and a high pressure
head coefficient � at the same time.
Assuming the optimum efficiency �opt
described above as an approximately
constant factor, the following can be
defined with regard to the objective of
maximizing air flow while minimizing
impeller dimensions:
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traditional calculating methods, fabri-
cated prototypes, practical measure-
ments and, not least significally, em-
pirical findings. One time-saving cal-
culating method which has been fo-
und particularly useful in this context
is the one-dimensional Eulerian stre-
am filament theory. This technique
can describe the rather complex air-
flow conditions between impeller inlet
and blade exit on the basis of a single
stream filament having a mean velo-
city that is a function of the volumetric
flow rate and the cross-section of the
flow channel [2].

As mentioned earlier, the impellers
considered here are expected to
combine the broadest possible output
range with minimum physical dimen-
sions.

Flow coefficient (1)

The flow coefficient - also referred to
as discharge coefficient - describes
the ratio between actual and theoreti-
cally achievable flow (product of the
impeller’s circular area and the tip ve-
locity).

This product is referred to as power
density.

Power density (4)

The aim of TLT-Turbo GmbH’s rese-
arch efforts, therefore, was to develop
a direct-driven plug-in fan having a
maximum power density in the effi-
ciency range described above. Power
density at the optimum point can be
increased, according to equation (4),
by raising head coefficient � and flow
coefficient �.

Options for increasing the head
coefficient:

According to [3], the head coefficient
of impellers with backward-curved
blades can be raised by increasing
the blade angle �2. However, this in-
crease has its natural limits. If the
number of blades is kept constant,
raising the blade exit angle may result
in flow separation due to higher blade
loads on the blade suction side. The
separation that occurs as the axial
flow is deflected into a centrifugal flow
(meridian flow) reduces the pressure
increase and hence, the impeller’s ef-
ficiency. It follows that an increase of
the blade exit angle and hence, of the
head coefficient �, can only be achie-
ved by raising the number of blades z,
thus keeping the blade load and the

Fig. 5: Velocity vectors on top blade surface calculated by CFD

Fig. 6: Sectional view of a plug-in fan with back-
ward-curved blades
Blade exit angle �2 and blade inlet angle �1
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The product of the flow coeffi-
cient � and the head coefficient �
must be as large as possible.
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associated flow separation effects
within acceptable limits. On the other
hand, providing more blades will
create a greater boundary layer fric-
tion in the blade channel (inherent
loss).

Fig. 7: Median section through a plug-in fan impeller
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Impellers with a width ratio D2/b2 = 4.2
Efficiency and power density versus flow
coefficient for various blade exit angles.
1) Blade exit angle �2 = 20°
2) Blade exit angle �2 = 25°
3) Blade exit angle �2 = 30°

Cover plate
Inlet nozzle
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Options for increasing the
flow coefficient

The most straightforward method of
increasing the impeller’s absorption
capacity and hence, the flow coeffi-
cient � is to increase the impeller
width b. The impeller throughput will
rise in proportion to this blade width
increase. Again, needless to say, the
blade width cannot be raised at will
since the need for a separation-free
airflow and the impeller’s mechanical
strength impose certain physical li-
mits. Beyond a certain D2/d2 width ra-
tio, the flow becomes detached from
the blade surface in the meridian
cross-section, resulting in a corre-
sponding drop in the head coefficient,
flow coefficient and impeller efficien-
cy. 

From this point onwards, flow attach-
ment to the blade surface can only be
ensured to a certain degree by opti-
mizing the gap intake ratio s/Ds to in-
crease the gap velocity. The gap air is
then returned tangentially toward the
impeller cover plate, causing low-
energy boundary layers to be enri-
ched with additional discharge air and
stabilizing the flow as it is deflected
[2]. The effectiveness of the gap jet in
assisting flow deflection depends on
the optimum velocity ratio wS/w0. As
power density is progressively raised
by increasing the flow coefficient �,
head coefficient � is bound to decrea-
se slightly. Given the weaker gap im-
pulse resulting from this static pres-
sure drop, the gap velocity ratio
WS/W0 is reduced accordingly. As a
result, the now more unfavourable ra-

tio WS/W0 between gap velocity and
basic velocity will again give rise to
flow separation once a given thres-
hold is exceeded. 

The high impact of the above para-
meters on fan performance shows
how much importance must be atta-
ched to a meticulous design of the in-
let nozzle contour, gap overlap (X),
gap width (S), and contour of the co-
ver plate.

The next stage in the development
process was the design calculation of
various impellers and the fabrication
of corresponding prototypes. To de-
termine the influence of the individual
parameters, impellers with a width ra-
tio D2/b2 = 4.2 and blade exit angles
�2 of 20, 25 and 30 degrees were te-
sted as a first step.

To account for the higher blade loads,
the impeller with the �2 = 30° exit
angle was equipped with z = 8 blades.
For the remaining impellers, a num-
ber z = 6 blades was adopted.

Fig. 8 clearly shows the rise in power
density that accompanies the increa-
se in the blade exit angle �2. As the
power density increases, a slight drop
in efficiency can be observed, amo-
unting to 1 - 1.5% at the optimum
point. However, this is more than off-
set by the power gain achieved at the
peak efficiency point, which is 21% in
the case of 25° impeller and even
31% for the 20° impeller.

In a second development step, an in-
crease in blade width was implemen-
ted. The width ratio used here, viz.,
DS/b2 = 3.5, corresponds approxima-
tely to a 20% increase in blade width.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the resulting sub-
stantial increase in power density at
the optimum efficiency level. The 30°
impeller with widened blades covers
a much wider performance range
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Fig. 9
Impellers with a width ratio D2/b2 = 3.5
Efficiency and power density versus flow coef-
ficient for various blade exit angles.
1) Blade exit angle �2 = 20°
2) Blade exit angle �2 = 30°
The grey dashed line marks the corresponding
values for a width ratio D2/b2 = 4.2 
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ting point to be attained with a unit
that is one full design size smaller
(Fig. 11).
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Fig. 10
Comparison of a conventional plug-in fan im-
peller to ER 30/3.5 at the same operating point.
V = 23000 m?/h, dpt = 2100 Pa
1) 30/3.5 at 2225 rpm
2) ER 30/3.5 at 1950 rpm (reduced rotational

speed)
3) Reference wheel of same nominal size at

2225 rpm

than all other impellers. The efficien-
cy loss of about 2.5% is only small
when compared to the 28% gain in
power density.

From an acoustic perspective, too,
the plug-in fan shows very favourable
chacteristics. The A-weighted sound
pressure level at identical rpm corre-
sponds to that of conventional plug-in
fans. However, a major benefit is
achieved in terms of its superior ab-
sorption capacity, i.e. at the same
operating point, the ER 30/3.5 unit
can be run at much lower rpm than
comparable impellers. This translates
into a reduced acoustic power output
(Fig. 10). 

Compared directly to conventional
open-running impellers, the ER
30/3.5 even allows the same opera-
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Fig. 11 Nominal size (NG) reduction from NG 710 to NG 630 at the same operating point.
1) ER 30/3.5, NG 710
2) Conventional centrifugal impeller
3) ER 30 3.5, NG 630
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A comparison (Fig. 12 and 13) of the
newly developed open-running cen-
trifugal impeller ER30/3.5 with other
impellers currently marketed shows
that the new design attains much hig-
her power densities at a constant effi-
ciency. The initially defined goal of
developing a high-power-density
plug-in impeller for use in AHU equip-
ment has thus been achieved.

Optimization of the impeller
inlet (gap width s and gap
overlap x)

As outlined in the previous section,
the optimization of the impeller inlet
contour in conjunction with the exis-
ting cover plate contour was a factor
to which great importance was atta-
ched during development of this im-
peller. An impeller inlet nozzle mat-
ched exactly to the centrifugal impel-
ler is vastly important for an appro-
priate flow behaviour in the median
cross-section, since naturally, the risk
of flow separation is greatest in the
area of deflection from axial to centri-
fugal flow. To avoid this effect and to
find the optimum wheel inlet geome-
try, various inlet nozzles were tested
on a comparative basis. In accordan-
ce with [2], the radius of curvature of
these inlet nozzles was selected such
that its ratio to the impeller inlet dia-
meter (rD/DS) was equal to about
0.14. Wheel nozzles employed were
of a conventional type fabricated ac-
cording to current engineering litera-
ture. These nozzles were then modi-
fied to match the requirements of the
specific inlet configuration. In this
context, special importance was atta-
ched to the influence of the gap width
s and the gap overlap x on the fan’s
characteristic curves.

Fig. 12
Comparison of ER 30/3.5 characteristic curves with impellers from diverse manufacturers
1)  Reference impeller 1
2)  Reference impeller 2
3)  ER 30/3.5
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Fig. 13: Comparison of ER 30/3.5 acoustic emissions with impellers from diverse manufacturers
(rpm adjusted to the same operating point)
1) Reference impeller 1
2) Reference impeller 2
3) ER 30/3.5
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Fig. 14: Efficiency characteristic versus flow coefficient
1) Conventional impeller inlet with rD/DS = 0.14, s/DS = 0.014, x/DS = 0.014
2) Expanded impeller inlet with rD/DS = 0.14, s/DS = 0.007, x/DS = 0.014
3) Expanded impeller inlet with rD/DS = 0.14, s/DS = 0.007, x/DS = 0.04

Result

Fig. 14 shows the plots for three diffe-
rent impeller inlet nozzles. They all
share the same rD/DS (impeller radius
of curvature to inlet diameter) ratio of
0.14. The first nozzle is a conventio-
nal, commercially available inlet unit
fabricated as prescribed in the spe-
cialized literature. The characteristic
curve shows the least favourable pat-
tern in this case.

In a second trial, an inlet nozzle of the
same design was used but optimized
by expansion to increase the gap im-
pulse and hence, the gap velocity. As
can be seen from the diagram, this
approach gave a slightly increased
efficiency and flow coefficient. An
even greater increase in these para-
meters was obtained in the third trial,
where the gap overlap (Fig. 7) was
adapted in addition to the gap width.
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Bild 15: TLT test rig according to DIN 45635, Part 9, and DIN 24163

TLT test-rig measurements

The test rig employed at TLT meets
DIN 24 163, Part 2, standard specifi-
cations for volume flow and pressure
measurements, and DIN 45 635, Part
9, for sound measurements.

Pressure-versus-volume-flow cha-
racteristics of the plug-in fan centrifu-
gal fan were determined on our stan-
dard-compliant test rig by intake-side
throttling. 

The test-rig configuration was of the
intake-side airway type depicted in
Fig. 15. It ensures a swirl-free, uni-
form incoming airflow at each opera-
ting point of the fan’s characteristic
curve and hence, repeatable rea-
dings.

The sound output emitted into the
ducting by the fan is recorded by the
in-duct measuring method using a
microphone mounted on a so-called
Friedrich probe [4, 5].
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